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Description
[0001] The present invention relates to an acoustical
diffuser device, said apparatus comprising two lateral rigid supports, mounted to the inside of the said diffuser
which lateral supports are received, like a drawer , by
two wooden rails, section "T". The two wooden rails "T"
are simply mounted on the wall surface with screws or
nails. The main diffuser body with his two drivers is
mounted just like a drawer toward the two rails T. The
main body is composed from three basically 3D shapes.
Each fourth diffusers, displays together a new 3D shapes
at their nearest point. The angle between each 3D shape,
including the new common shape and his neighbour’s
shapes is the same. From the total surface of each diffuser there is more than 90 % diffusing surface. Except
the wooden rails, section "T", the complex diffuser body
and his lateral supports are fabricated from hard impact
polystyrene or any material suitable for the device geometry using vacuum thermoforming, injection moulding,
blow moulding facilities or any other suitable way, keeping the same device geometry, the lateral supports being
added with adhesives or produced from the same material as one piece with the diffuser device main body.
[0002] The main purpose of this invention is to improve
clearly all previous inventions of all times, both as practical devices or just theoretical ones, all to be found in
the international bibliography. Until our device, said apparatus, all previous inventions are characterized by the
calculated or measured absorption and also by a factor
named diffusion capability. These characteristics are embedded and may be shown from the polar plots measurements. Is a big effort, redirecting the whole diffuser
philosophy: from absorptive to clean diffusing, simultaneously being only a low frequency self adaptive variable
low frequency resonator. Here, it was analyzed almost
all bibliography around acoustical diffusers, some of
them shown at the Table T1 and Table 2.
[0003] The diffusers, until now, may be described theoretically and theirs predicted characteristics named diffusion ability are shown as polar plots, for various incidence angles, the additional absorptive curves being
supplementary. The diffusion and absorptive ability of
predicted acoustical diffusers are common and expected
and for the real, practical diffusers. All those polar plots ,
usually taken each 5 degree of microphone position ,
shows the acoustic pressure of the reflected waves, and
a semi circle shape is considered the "ideal", meaning
that the named diffuser controls the interfering reflections
in such a way that scatters the incident sound uniformly
so that the acoustic glare in all directions is minimized.
[0004] A conventional diffuser, consisting of shallow
pyramid-shaped panels, is known from US 2796636.
[0005] The uniformity of diffusion is characterized by
the standard deviation of the 1 /3-octave polar response,
for a given angle of incidence. For each of the 37 angles
of incidence, 37 backscattering impulse response measurements are made at 5° increments between 0° and
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180°. The Diffusion Coefficient is the mean standard deviation for all angles of incidence normalized to the standard deviation of a delta function A, noted D. When D
equals one, D=1, we have ideal diffusion and the resulted
curve it is or tends to a semicircle. (Fig. 13). Then, when
D=1, means that the designed acoustical diffuser have
maximum diffusing capability and the absorption resulted
from his surface geometry is minimized.
[0006] To become being more precise, the acoustical
diffuser designer, concludes that, whatever the place for
diffusers to be installed, their dimensions, especially the
depth, the smaller - the better. Practically it is very difficult
to reduce all physical dimensions and acquire maximum
or ideal characteristics. The principle of superposition is
hardly tested because there are a multitude of phenomena arriving at once. If the diffuser shows one or more
irregularities in his polar plots measurements at that particular angle, the diffusing ability is reduced and D tends
to zero. Must be noted that for those frequencies and
angles of incidence, the acoustical diffuser is working like
as an absorptive surface, the notch being more or less
obtrusive toward the supposed source’s linear shape.
[0007] When the diffusion ability becomes high, a kind
of source reinforcement may be perceived. This reinforcement may be associated with the loudness. If it is
sound coloration or not, this is a difficult task to respond
because our hearing and the physical acoustical phenomena are a complex interaction between linearity and
non linearity.
[0008] Around practical commercial diffusers, there is
a confuse approach , because they appears as having
either high diffusing ability and negligible absorption , or
the characteristics are shown but the explanations done
are misleading even for the specialist. For many years,
was kept as advantageous, the absorption ability or more
correct the disability of the named diffusers to not have
a small percent of absorption. There is a sensible difference as what is perceived and understood as good or
bad around the term absorption and his role in music live or recorded.
[0009] This difference is wider than expected and differentiated between US and European listeners. Even
the highest "golden ears" gifted persons are in difficulty
of being totally objectives in their appreciations, simply
because the educational background is not similar. At
the actual technical / cultural levels, as much as the electronic device will replace the real organs, the "golden
ears" of gifted people, able to hear 1 dB or 1 Hz J.N.D.
’s (the just noticed audible differences) and people who
loves and remember the timbre of real organs, will become less and less. Thus, the difficult obtained hearing
abilities will be slowly lost. From the all those many notches, the music, as well recorded as may be, will be distorted. Here, music is named every kind of sound resulted
from a musical instrument, voices or choirs and any type
of reproduced sound in monaural, stereophonic or multi
channel format.
[0010] Basically the sound in real life, may be ab-
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sorbed, reflected or diffused. There are two strictly differentiated but hardly understood (even by some sound
specialists) categories: one is the sound quality, especially inside of any kind and any room dimension and the
second is the sound insulation related to the sound level
and spectral content transmitted between rooms. In case
of two noisy adjacent rooms with poor sound insulation
between them, never, there will be any sound quality
quantification or proper sound quality tests. Inside an enclosure or room, there will be certain areas in x, y, or z
directions where the sound distribution / diffusion will be
irregular, far from the required symmetry, as an homogenous and coherent field which is supposed to be a real
life musical audio performance or a reproduced one.
[0011] Before continuing with our acoustical diffuser
device, said apparatus, some explanations. We are limited here, but we must note, that the interactive phenomena between purely physical and perceptual aspects of
what kind and where the absorption is necessary and if
the simple concept of diffusion and nothing else is better
practically but less well understood. There are some factors influencing and helping in perceiving the named
sound quality. Here some arguments, first regarding
technical hearing and then some psychoacoustical details. Surely there is some special auditory sensitivity required in order to be sound experts.
[0012] This we describe what we mean by professional
auditory sensitivity. As a basic ability, sound professionals should have the ability to 5 discriminate between different sounds. The first step is discerning a difference.
After learning to recognize a difference, the sound professional should be able to identify various types of perceived differences, such as differences in pitch, loudness
and timbre. These three elements are the most basic
auditory aspects of sounds.
[0013] However, the ability to discriminate is not sufficient. Sound professionals should also develop the ability
to correlate the auditory difference with the physical properties of sounds. The sound professional should expect
to come across numerous technical terms expressing
acoustic features, e.g. sound pressure level, frequency,
and spectrum. When a sound professional needs to explain an auditory difference, this difference should be expressed using the appropriate technical term.
[0014] Furthermore, the sound professional should be
able to imagine the proper sounds when given the acoustic properties of the sounds, just as expert musicians can
imagine music by looking at a score. Design plans and
specifications are described by the acoustical technical
terms: e.g. transmission loss or reverberation time.
Sound professionals should be able to imagine sounds
upon inspection of specifications. When controlling audio
equipment, the sound professional should be able to imagine the controlled sounds.
[0015] For example, when recording engineers use
sound effecters, such as equalizers and reverb processors, they can anticipate the processed sounds before
controlling the effecter. Through technical listening train-
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ing, music devoted people can improve their sound sensitivity and understanding of the relationship between
acoustic properties and auditory impression.
[0016] There is a scientifically field named psychoacoustics, which try to explain our bionic interaction with
the environment. Basic psychoacoustical research is
mainly directed toward such topics as directional hearing,
pitch, timbre and loudness perception, auditory scene
analysis (the separation of sound sources and acoustical
parameters from sound signals) and related lower functions, such as the workings of our ears, neural coding of
auditory signals, the mechanisms of interaction between
multiple simultaneously heard sound sources, neural
pathways from ears to the auditory cortex, their development and the role of evolution in the development of hearing. Psychoacoustical research has resulted in an enormous amount of data which can readily be applied to
sound compression, representation, production and
processing, musicology, machine hearing, speech recognition and composition. Our hearing system from the
beginning of humanity serves to prevent us from enemies, protecting and offering survives chances. This is
where the startle and orientation reflexes come in: sudden noises or movement tend to cause a rapid fight or
flight reaction and even weaker, unexpected stimuli
cause one to locate the sound source by turning the head
towards it. Since unexpected, sudden features in the
heard sound tend to cause such effects and generally
arouse the central nervous system, it can be conjectured
that notes may well have some very deep seated physiological meaning to people-they do tend to start with
transients and cause fixing of attention.
[0017] In contrast, people-hear time features in sounds
as well. So there is still the question of how the making
effect of a particular sound develops in time. When we
study masking effects with brief tone bursts, we find that
masking extends some tens of milliseconds often quoted
as 50ms, backwards and one to two hundred milliseconds forward in time. The effect drops approximately exponentially as the temporal separation of the mask and
the masked increases.
[0018] These results too can be explained by considering what happens in the basilar membrane of the ear
when sonic excitation is applied-it seems backward and
forward masking, as these are respectively called, are
the result of the basilar membrane’s inherently resonant
nature. The damped vibrations set of by sound waves do
not set in or die out abruptly, but instead some temporal
integration is always observed.
[0019] This same integration is what causes the loudness of very short sounds proportional to their total energy instead of the absolute amplitude-since it takes
some time for the vibration (and, especially, the vibration
characteristic of the envelope) to set in, the ear can only
measure the total amount of vibration taking place, and
ends up measuring energy across a wide band of frequencies. Similarly, any variation in the amplitudes of
sound frequencies are smoothed out, leading to the ear
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having a kind of time constant which limits its temporal
accuracy. Let’s have a look at the Fig. 21 which is the
Equal loudness curves in a free field experiment or "equiphon". The "equiphon" contours for the range of human
hearing in a free field experiment, according to Fletcher
- Munson and later, Dadson, Robinson (indicating the
chronology). The phon contours correspond to the decibels. All sinusoids on the same contour (identified by
sound pressure level and frequency) appear to have
identical loudness to a human listener. It is seen that the
dynamic range and threshold of hearing are worst in the
low frequency end of the spectrum. Also, it is quite evident
that at high sound pressure levels, less dependency on
frequency is observed (i.e. the upper contours are flatter
than the lower ones). Of course the equiphon contours
are statistically obtained curves, and each generation
has his correction on this. Sinusoidal sounds close to
each other tend to mask one another. If the sounds are
far enough from one another -more than one critical and
width apart, and the higher is sufficiently loud, they are
heard as separate and contribute separately to loudness.
In this case sones - the loudness units, are roughly added.
[0020] The human auditory system has, as mentioned
in the introduction, some interesting properties, which
are exploited in perceptual audio coding (supposed to
emulate the human coding). We have a dynamic frequency range from about 20 to 20000 Hz, and we hear sounds
with intensity varying over many magnitudes. The hearing system may thus seem to be a very wide-range instrument, which is not altogether true. To obtain those
characteristics, the hearing is very adaptive - what we
hear depends on what kind of audio environment we are
in. In the presence of a strong white noise, for example,
many weaker sounds get masked and thus we cannot
hear them at all. Some of these masking characteristics
are due to the physical ear, and some are due to the
processing in the brain. Since masking is most pronounced in the upward direction, a sound affects the perception of lower frequencies considerably less than higher ones - a sufficiently rapidly decaying spectrum, the
lower partials dominate loudness perception. Also, sinusoids closer than the critical bandwidth are merged by
hearing so their contribution to loudness is less than the
sum of their separate contributions. The same applies
for narrow and (bandwidth less than the critical bandwidth) noise. If beating is produced, it may, depending
on its frequency, increase, decrease or blur perceived
loudness. The pre-masking is too short to be exploited
in the same way as in post-masking, but it is still important. Pre-masking comes in useful to hide the effect of
pre-echoes, which can become audible in transient
sounds. Pre-echoes comes from the fact that quantized
transform coefficients produce noise in all time instants
in the time domain. A quiet signal block with a transient
in the end (for example a drum) will thus be noisy even
before the transient, where it can be heard. By making
the transform blocks short enough - on the supposed
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correct human coding, this effect can be hidden by the
pre-masking. The experiment shows that the masking
from the two maskers is approximately constant as long
as the ∆f - the difference frequency of maskers (is less
than the critical bandwidth at that frequency). Thus, a
masker can mask almost uniformly within the critical
band. Masking does not only occur within the critical
band, but also spreads to neighbouring bands. A spreading function SF(z,a) can be defined, where "z" is the frequency and "a" the amplitude of a masker. This function
would give a masking threshold produced by a single
masker for neighbouring frequencies. The simplest function would be a triangular function with slopes of +25 and
-10 dB / Bark, but a more sophisticated one is highly
nonlinear and depends on both frequency and amplitude
of masker. As much as all masking phenomena are reduced, so much music perception is easier for our brain,
which is "lazy" enough; the inhibition mechanisms are
strong in reducing and simplifying his sensorial activity.
The cognitive domain or "gestalt" tries to analyze and
explain all this from simple to very complex. The research
evaluated so much, regarding music perception, that a
clear separation between acoustics and psychoacoustics is no longer possible.
[0021] Similarly harmonics (whether actually present
or born in the ear) of low frequency tones and the presence of transients may aid in the perception of the fundamental, thus affecting the audibility of real life musical
tones as compared to the sine waves used in the construction of the above equiphon graph. The phon is not
an absolute units: it presents loudness relative to the
loudness. Knowing the phons, we cannot say one sound
is twice as loud as another one. Instead, we would wish
an absolute perceptual unit. All that remains to be done
is to get the phons at some frequency to match our perception. This is done by defining yet another unit, the
sone. When this is accomplished, we can first use the
equiphon contours to map any Sound Pressure LevelSPL to its equivalent loudness in phons at 1 kHz and
then the mapping to sones to get a measure of absolute
loudness. The other way around, if we want a certain
amount of sones, we first get the amount of phons at 1
KHz and then move along the equiphon contours to get
the amount of decibels at the desired frequency. Experimentally we get a power law between sones and phons,
the mapping from sones to phons obeys a power function
with an exponent of 0.6, 40 phons being equal to 1 sone.
(0 phons, that are 0 dB, become 0 sones of course.) This
way at high SPL the sone scale is nearly the same as
the phon/decibel ones, while at low levels, small changes
in sones correspond to significantly higher differences in
phons. In effect, at low levels a perceptually uniform volume slider works real fast while at higher levels, it’s just
exponential. Globally, our hearing capability, statistically
evolves, if qualitatively meaning towards more linearity,
or not, difficult to decide. It’s a noteworthy one when talking about hearing and time. That’s the concept of the
perceptual now the psychological equivalent of the
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present time. What is noteworthy about it is that the masking effect extends over a variable time span and in a multi
resolution manner. Depending on what sort of sonic
events we are looking at, the psychological now varies
from milliseconds to entire seconds even while the different sounds overlap. The term on what sort of sonic
events we are looking at, is a sort of loudness definition,
where attention is specifically and aurally distributed. It
is what we name listening inside the music. Of course,
any two events heard in the mentally coincide.
[0022] Regarding the low frequency problem, we have
2 situations: The first one is the static one. From one or
more symmetric sources, emanating tones not music the
eigenfrequencies haves a more or less a regular form
and almost "absolutely" symmetrical... In this situation if
we put one or more "bass absorbers " in the room, even
at the calculated necessary points , the action from the
mentioned absorbers, are a topically filtering, i.e. producing notches or deeps in the spectrum, first locally and
then in the nearer field. From the bibliography resulted
that this kind of notches is like an open vane in a piscinethe water will tends to go out from there and the clear
water surface will be disturbed. Another bass absorber
at another place, calculated and built for another mode
and bandwidth will again produce, there, in his 3D area
another locally disturbance. With just 2 such a distant
low bass absorbers, the room will have a serious modes
distribution distorted. Think that all this are for, say, sustained tones, or just sweeping in frequencies which cover
at least the left and right absorbers margins. Supposing
that the build up phenomenon will continue for few seconds more, then the "map" of all eigenfrequencies will
be "stretched" and the symmetry will be lost. Like all phenomenon in rooms, the reflected waves will adds more
anisotropy and overall, the new and continuing formatted
modes "map" will stretch more the expected symmetry.
Just putting more bass absorbers, cantered at other frequencies will disturb more the situation, and in the best
situation will produce an overall low frequency notch. Aurally this will be sensed as bodiless or lack of energy.
There is no sure relationship between such low frequency
absorption and Fletcher- Dodson- Robinson loudness
curves, simply because energetically, the massive or diaphragmatic bass frequency absorbers will not follow our
hearing capacity as shown in the Loudness curves related with the source levels.
[0023] At low levels, almost all bass absorbers - commercially or at the research level available, will react little
or very little with the low frequency energy. The "stretched
modes maps" will stay like that and because the Loudness curves, statistically have proved as being true, there
will be less proved "work" to our ears done by the bass
absorbers. As the low level source increase, the low frequency absorbers, the way they are mounted will interact
more or less efficiently. The existence of more than one
bass absorber in a room will have in the build up time
and after that a non symmetric action, resulting, for a
symmetrical two sources situation, an "image
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stretching ". Even for steady tones or slow sweeping, the
sweet spot will be gone. More, turning slightly our head
left and right, the already non symmetric situation will be
more disturbed. Note that until now, at the research or
practical level, there was not such a construction able to
"filter down" or produce a notch exactly the same as calculated. There will be always a lateral "inflation" and preferentially related with the source level and position. The
resulted bass absorption will differ enough from the calculated one. Please note also, that we never used the
word music, searching only the symmetry situation. As
you know, even in electrical signal processing, the filters
are never "perfect". Even at this stage of analysis, the
far away, child - toy kaleidoscope memory will not stay
"absolutely" centred as our memory did.
[0024] The second situation is the "live" situation. We
have the same situation as above, but replacing the tones
or sweeping with music, just a 10-15 seconds from a
recording containing few instruments, and surely a contrabass or an electric bass. With more than one bass
absorber mounted on one or more of the room walls, the
field will tends to be steady stretched from one more powerful energetically and level dependent absorption. Because there is impossible to have two bass absorbers,
for two spectrum part, being mounted in the same place,
there will be at least two moments in time, said t1 and
t2 , true, slightly different, because, now we are in the
music domain, and we are not listen music in infinite spaces. The said t1 and t2 [resulted form the different time
that energetically the incident waves enters and are
"processed" by our experience from at least two bass
absorbers] are still away from the threshold of more than
35 msec where the preceding effect becomes acting two sources of a same signal separated in time by more
than 35 msec are perceived by our ears as different. In
small and medium sized rooms, the preceding effect will
tends to be perceived only if the rooms are "naked" empty, and even the listener bodies being absent, an absurd
situation.
[0025] Note that some absorption will results from our
bodies as listeners, our clothes, small reflections from
the equipment and loudspeakers. Even in extreme situations like an empty room used for music listening, the
slight diffusion augments as the room become bigger and
in the opposite situation, as the room is smaller and smaller or a cube, the natural diffusion will be covered by the
more and more low frequency modes, and the word
boominess will becomes more frequently pronounced.
That is, as the room decrease in dimensions, the same
sources producing no evident "low frequency damages"
in bigger rooms, will be a real problem. Here is the moment to introduce the complex phenomena of masking
and dynamic masking. The "war" of searching to calm
the low and very low modes culpable of " boominess" but
without reducing them so much in order to go the undesired direction of letting the listener without the bass
energy , form where the music takes the body and contour and feeling of warmness. Seems a no way situation
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because one action will tend to cancel the other. The
theoretical and practical way until now was even to electronically process the signal going to the loudspeakers
or actively merging from them and electronically analyzing the acoustical result to continuously treat the signal
in again electronically, or, to treat the room as much and
as well as to have no disturbingly and annoying low
modes, literally named " boominess". The first, electronically way, even with good results, put the listener in the
"absolutely centre statue" position, even the slight head
moving resulting in the stereo image loosing. The acoustical treatment have had always better results , but because of not exact filters - bass absorbers working there
was always a more spectral energy absorption as needed. Please note, that we spoke nothing about the rest of
the spectrum. If the bass gives the "hot’ feeling, the music
contour, the mid and high frequencies contains the music’s details. Search a radio station broadcasting a kind
of low-fi music, with very few mid and fewer high frequencies, and you, even "understanding" the music, you will
feel that something is lost. In the opposite direction, which
is much more frequently, meaning a real situation, if
somebody is listening music from a radio station broadcasting without enough or little low frequency contents,
he will feel more annoyed. The signal "harshness" will
keep him less time in pleasure.
[0026] Hopefully enough, the (low frequency) missing
fundamental phenomenon - our brain salvation solution,
will process the signal "reconstituting" for us and our only
ears and perception, the not appearing - in life, low frequency contents. This is a frequent situation from cheaper or small " transistors" radio units when mainly the information is asked and the music will just "embrace" our
ears, as to the time will past nicer, a kind of pleasant
"residual noise". From here to the HI-FI or HI-END situation is a very long road. So, we were in the situation
where cleaning the bass in a known [until now] way, so
many problems resulted and continue to result, that the
music lovers will tends all the time - influenced by myriads
of articles from periodicals, to buy or change the stereophonic equipments, a never ending situation. Regarding
the perfectly diffuse sound field, we may read from: The
Handbook of Acoustics-3rd Editions- F. Alton Everest,
TAB Books, page 223: Even though unattainable, it is
instructive to consider the characteristics of a diffuse
sound field. Randall and Ward’ have given us a list of
these: 1) The frequency and spatial irregularities obtained from steady-state measurements must be negligible. 2) Beats in the decay characteristic must be negligible. 3) Decays must be perfectly exponential, i.e., they
must be straight lines on a logarithmic scale. 4) Reverberation time will be the same at all positions in the room.
5) The character of the decay will be essentially the same
for different frequencies. 6) The character of the decay
will be independent of the directional characteristics of
the measuring microphone.
[0027] These six factors are observation oriented. A
professional physicist specializing in acoustics might
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stress fundamental and basic factors in his definition of
a diffuse sound field such as energy density, energy flow,
superposition of an infinite number of plane progressive
waves, and so on. The six characteristics suggested by
Randall and Ward point us to practical ways of obtaining
solid evidence for judging the diffuseness of the sound
field of a given room. End of citation from A. Everest.
[0028] Needless to say, our invention, acoustical diffuser device, said apparatus, at least from the measurements shown here, and much more from the listening
tests, fulfils all the above conditions.
[0029] The first advantage of this diffuser is that it
works clean and effectively in the 250-6300 Hz ISO band,
the large area where the voice and musical instruments
spectrum are prominent and the human ear is more sensitive. As a result of very small distance between each
apparatus - less than 1 mm, and the special mounting
procedures, the whole surface of a rectangular team of
diffusers from our invention is like a compartmented
plate, simply, but very steady supported at the two edges,
at some distance from the mounting surface. The plate
works like a Helmholtz resonator. There is a known experimental equation (T1) relating basically the diffuser’s
dimensions, distance from the wall and the distance between all diffusers. The Helmholtz type of resonance is
so double. There is the diaphragmatic absorption as if
supposed to result from the grouped diffusers, where this
total surface is related with the (supposed) bigger wave
length for the low frequencies. "Supposed" because until
now, experimentally resulted that especially in larger
halls, the panels reflected bigger wave length than that
corresponding to their dimensions.
[0030] The parallel architectural acoustics for music
hall with the small and medium size rooms is not brought
here to confuse, but to show that are many not clearly
explained problems in the two distinct fields of acoustics.
Are they so distinct or not, this is another story. The second aspect of the Helmholtz type of resonance encountered in our grouped acoustical diffusers from this invention is that being mounted compartmented, each line or
row of minimum 3 diffusers is like a "sub class" or part of
the overall diffuser’s surface. All the above analysis is
maintained, only that, for each diffuser, the inside air resonance frequency bandwidth is higher than the resonance of the whole acoustical diffuser assembly. So, the
grouped diffusers work simultaneously as an air resonator for different bandwidths in different units analogous
with the spectral and time source contents. The measurements done with a miniature Bruel accelerometer, indicated similar very low plastic "box" resonance as from
the heavy wood furniture located in the room. At source
levels of less than 80 dB SPL, no diaphragmatic function
may be sensed by hand or measured, but the acoustical
diffuser assembly from at least 9 units, is working very
well. For monaural source/s, all diffusers acts alike, but
as soon as the source become stereo or multichannel,
each apparatus from our invention, behaves and feels
continuously different upon device surfaces, at least at
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the finger’s edges touching. If applied, for 25 mm distance
from the wall of 4 grouped diffusers, the equation (T1)
shows that the smaller resonance frequency will be 58
Hz. This means and imply-the measurements show
enough flatness in this region, that the apparatus as hard
plastic box don’t have any significant flexures or material
resonances, even at high SPL’s. It is supposed that this
extra flexures or diaphragmatic absorption would be the
cause of a mix of low frequency absorption and a generator of second order vibrations, harmonics or non-harmonic with the main signal, which second order vibrations
if real, could be considered as sound coloration. Because
the acoustical diffuser assembly is free of self vibrations,
we deal only with the air vibration behind the diffusers
surfaces as low frequencies absorber and a wide band
diffuser from his exterior surface.
[0031] Here is the equation T1, fr=4 a/Dd and e= r/
(r+w),
where r = distance between diffusers
w = diffuser width (for the Roundffusor1 - the commercial
name, width = length)
d = depth of diffusers
D = distance from the mount surface
e = percent of open surface between diffusers
fr = fundamental resonance frequency
[0032] All this indicate that the grouped acoustical diffuser said apparatus works as a complex Helmholtz air
cavity resonator offering absorption , enough linear, as
shown in Fig. 18, down to some 5 Hz. It is known that
those very low frequencies, as even 5 Hz that our invention indicates, are sub harmonics usually generated in
small rooms by the low of modal resonance corroborated
with loudspeakers inherent distortion in the very low
band. Fact is that a rectangular group of 9 acoustical
diffusers said apparatus deal with such a very low frequencies. Such a performance, from a very small diffuser’s depth, is for the first time achieved practically.
[0033] The other advantage of our apparatus is his
clean diffusing ability. As known, the polar plots are
measured for 0, 45 or 60 degrees. Here we have to compare 4 kinds of polar 5 plots, all taken at an angle of 45
degrees: the "ideal" ones, as the semicircle from Fig. 13,
the acoustical diffuser’s ones, said apparatus from Fig.
14, 15, 16, 17 and 18, the polar plots of a commercial
gypsum diffuser of a pyramid shape from Fig. 19 and the
polar plots of a commercial wood diffuser produced by a
known US company shown in Fig. 20. The measurement
setup for all described situation is similar with our apparatus measurement.
[0034] The shown measurements for the other 3 situation arrives from equivalent mounted diffusers surfaces
bigger than ours, which is an advantage for them We
couldn’t invent or fake their measurement results. It is
also known that except for incident angle at zero degree,
where many commercial diffuser present enough near
semi circle polar plots , but still unregulated, as we proceed toward 60 degree off axis polar plots, the results
are highly irregular for all commercial diffusers. More, the
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3D lobes are distinctly irregular. The sole exception until
now, the diffuser with his polar plots shown in Fig. 20
where the overall lobe is somewhat better and may be
"felt" at no more than 2-3 meters, but only for a whole
wall covered with such applications. What is felt is the
diffused field.
[0035] Regarding the apparatus of the present invention if we compare the 4 groups of polar plots, the results
are more than obvious. It may be expressed in words as
such: the apparatus of preferred embodiments of the invention wherein is a wide band acoustical diffuser having
the ability of low and very low frequency absorption. The
wide band sound diffuser with self regulated low frequency absorption said apparatus will be extremely useful in
the control rooms, Hi-Fi, home theatres, High-End or music halls, churches and of a big help in music schools of
any level - for voice or real instruments.
[0036] In the accompanying drawings, there are
shown present preferred embodiments of the invention
wherein like reference numerals are employed to designate like parts and wherein:
Fig. 1 is a frontal perspective view of a preferred
acoustical diffuser panel said apparatus.
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Fig. 1A is photographic frontal view of the diffuser,
where the diffuser’s body is made from non painted
white gypsum. The gypsum diffuser with exactly the
same geometry as the said apparatus - in fact it is
his initial mould, being exposed to flash light, shows
the extremely high diffusing capability, being as a
white smog as seen with our eyes.
Fig. 2 is a back perspective view of a preferred
acoustical diffuser panel said apparatus of Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view along the symmetry
axe and perpendicular towards the plastic drivers (5)
of a preferred arrangement of materials from a ready
to be mounted apparatus. -The drivers (5) being
made from the same material and thickness as the
main diffuser’s body, meaning hard impact polystyrene or any other suitable material, are very well
glued, or made in one piece with the main device
body, on the left and right, from the inside part of a
preferred apparatus main body. The main body of a
diffuser assembly of the present invention is comprising a hemisphere like shape (1) which is intersecting an octagon truncated pyramid (2) which is
also intersecting on his left and right, two symmetrical one quarter cylinder shape (3) and two symmetrical shapes (4) which consist of a quarter hemisphere embedded into a prism which base prism is
intersecting another lateral side of the central truncated pyramid (2). The angles between all intersected shapes are the same and equal. The apparatus
geometry was optimized in order to have minimum
horizontal surfaces, supposed to be purely reflective.
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Fig. 4 is a cross sectional view along the symmetry
axe, of a preferred acoustical diffuser panel said apparatus of Fig. 1, rotated 90 degrees relative to the
cross-section from Fig. 3. It is shown completely a
plastic drive (5) glued to the inside main diffuser’s
body.
Fig. 5 is a lateral view of a preferred acoustical diffuser panel said apparatus, rotated 90 degrees relative to the cross-section from Fig. 3. It is shown the
outside view of one of the two plastic drives (5).
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Fig. 7 (A and B) is a back perspective view of a preferred acoustical diffuser panel said apparatus of Fig.
1 , with the two plastic drivers (5) clearly shown, the
Fig. 7B having them 90 degrees rotated relative to
the Fig. 7A.
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Fig. 8 is a frontal perspective view of a preferred
acoustical diffuser panel said apparatus of Fig. 1,
shown along one diagonal axe of symmetry.
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Fig. 9 is a frontal perspective view of a preferred
acoustical diffuser panel said apparatus of Fig. 1
shown along one diagonal axe of symmetry but 90
degrees rotated relative to Fig. 8.
Fig. 10 is a frontal view of four grouped preferred
acoustical diffuser panels of the subject invention.
At the point where four apparatus comes in near contact, a new semi sphere exactly alike the semi sphere
(1) found inside the central octagon truncated pyramid (2).

25
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Fig. 11 is a back perspective view of four grouped
preferred acoustical diffuser panels, where two plastic drivers (5) are mounted in tight contact like a drawer toward a common wood support of a "T" profile.
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Fig. 11A is a cross-section of the wood support (6)
of a "T" profile, with a length equal with the one of
grouped apparatus. Each apparatus, in order to be
steady mounted needs two wood supports.
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Fig. 12 is a frontal view of nine four grouped preferred
acoustical diffuser panels of the subject invention.
Again, at each point where four apparatus comes in
near contact, a new hemisphere is formed, exactly
alike the hemisphere (1) found inside and embedded
into the central octagon truncated pyramid (2).
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[0037] Fig. 6 is a cross-sectional view along the symmetry axe and perpendicular towards the plastic drivers
(5) of a preferred arrangement of materials from a ready
to be mounted apparatus. The main body of a diffuser
assembly of the present invention is comprising a hemisphere like shape (1) which is intersecting an, octagon
truncated pyramid (2) which is also intersecting on his
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left and right, two symmetrical one quarter cylinder shape
(3) and two symmetrical shapes (4) which consists of a
quarter hemisphere embedded into a prism which base
prism is intersecting another lateral side of the central
truncated pyramid (2). The angles between all intersected shapes are the same and equal.
[0038] More, if in Fig. 3, 4, 7 A, 7 B, 8, 9, 10, 11 and
12 the apparatus with his two glued or being part of the
main device body plastic drivers (5) are mounted in tight
contact like a drawer toward a common wood support of
a "T" profile, in the Fig. 6, a different kind of mounting is
shown. There is a base (11), also made from vacuum
thermoformed hard impact polystyrene, with an area
equal with the apparatus main body minus his wall thickness, having in each of his four corners one plastic cylindrical shape (10), well glued upon the base (11). At
the respective points, located at the four edges of the
main’s apparatus body, below his surface, there where
the shapes (4) are highest, are glued four cylindrical
shapes (9) which because haves a slightly different interior diameter from the cylindrical shape (10) clasps. The
inside (9) and outside (10) surfaces of cylindrical shapes
presents enough rough surface which corroborated with
the tight contact between them (their relative diameters
are almost alike) permits controlled movements. The
springs (12), one for each assembly of shapes (9) and
(10), are located inside the cylinders, between the base
(11) and a limiter (8), and are pre loaded. The limiter (8)
is parallel with the base (11) surface and allows a correct
spring’s function.
[0039] The variable mechanical connection between
the base (11) and the main apparatus body is provided
by an endless screw (15), with his screw-nut (16) end.
That’s it; the endless-screw spiral helped by (16) belongs
to the base (11). The endless-screw’s fixed part (13), is
center located between the lower sides of the central
hemisphere (1) - where is glued, with his hole (17), concentrically positioned relative to the geometrical centre
of the base (11). The endless-screw and his fixed part
(13) are made from any type of hard plastics. The endless-screw functioning is assured by key with a cross like
section, to be inserted trough the hole (17) coaxial into
the endless screw moving part at the point (18). His use
is reduced to just further room tuning sort of loudspeakers
replacements or furniture’s changing. More, Fig. 6 contains a different spring (14) and his normal function is
secured by thin plastic cylinder (20). The spring (14) provide a continuous loading between the diffuser’s main
body from Fig. 6 and his base (11). The force provided
by the preloading of all four springs corners situated must
be equal with the screw-nut’s spring.
[0040] The acoustical diffusers from Fig. 6, containing
exactly the main body from Fig. 1 of the subject invention,
are mounted grouped, showing the same external geometry as the grouped apparatus from Fig. 1. As the technology advances, the complex diffuser body and his articulated towards the endless screw base are fabricated
from hard impact polystyrene or any material suitable for
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the device geometry using vacuum thermoforming, injection moulding, blow moulding facilities or any other
suitable way, keeping exactly the same device geometry,
the internal mechanism with all required supports being
added with adhesives or produced from the same material as one piece with the diffuser device main body.
[0041] The types of springs and preloading, meaning
their initial length are chosen in such a way, which in all
situations does not permit any kind of vibrations of the
suspended parts. In this way the preferred arrangement
of assembled apparatus from the Fig. 6 of the subject
invention is doing a clean diffusion above 250 Hz and a
complex Helmholtz type of resonance for the low and
very low frequencies. The calculations indicated that for
a distance of 25 mm of the main apparatus body from
Fig. 6 relative to his base (11), the lower fundamental
resonance frequency may be around 58 Hz. If this distance goes to 50 mm, the lower fundamental resonance
frequency may be around 30 Hz and so on. In practice,
the apparatus of the subject invention from Fig. 1 and
Fig. 6 is working at much lower frequencies that calculated, a complex situation resulted from the superposition
diffuser / low frequency absorber in the same object.
[0042] There are some commercial applications, patented or not, announcing some resonating frequency
somewhere between 60 and 80 Hz, never lower than
that. These applications are voluminous and heavy working mainly on the diaphragmatic principle, and because
are tuned to a limited bandwidth, the resulted high Q
notches are surely there. More, being very voluminous
they occupy expensive and useful space. When one diffuser from Fig. 6 is distanced from the base (11), all other
diffusers from the grouped diffusers Fig. 6, are moved
using the key to the same distance. The base (11) is
mounted against the support surface of the wall or ceiling
surface by screws from the three holes (19), in a triangle
disposition for an easier alignment. This diffuser assembly from Fig. 6 needs a little more careful mounting procedure than the one from Fig. 1 of the subject invention,
the symmetry towards the supporting surface and the
equal distances between all mounted bases (11) being
paramount.
[0043] So, the drawings are showing two kind of
mounting of the subject invention. Their common part is
the main diffuser body from Fig. 1. Regarding the drawings, Fig. 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11 and 12 , the wood supports (6) section "T", must be mounted on an enough
plane surface, vertically or parallel to the ground. If the
wood supports are mounted parallel with the axis loudspeakers - listening place, the axial modes are first processed, the usual situation. The distances between two
wood supports are measured such as to permit a very
tight contact like a drawer towards the two lateral plastic
drivers (5). It is obvious that, either in a horizontal or vertical mounting, the two wood supports (6) allows free the
other two lateral sides of each apparatus. In this way,
horizontal or vertical columns are formed, sealed on two
lateral parts and not sealed in the direction parallel with
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the plastic and wood drivers, there the air circulates freely
and the atmospheric pressure is equal on both side of
diffusers surface.
[0044] The apparatus of the subject invention from Fig.
1 and Fig. 6, is made from hard impact polystyrene, or
any suitable material, his thickness and his careful way
of mounting, even at high level of sound sources, doesn’t
permits any significant main body self resonance. Each
line or column of grouped diffusers behaves like a firm
plate steady supported at the two edges. The empty
space behind each diffuser follows his back geometry
and the resulted geometry from the grouped diffuser
forms a complex Helmholtz resonator, extremely difficult
to put in mathematics, where the lower frequencies are
related with the highest points of the diffusers main body
relative to the supported wall or base (11) and vice versa.
Because at each grouped mounted diffusers of the subject invention, there are at least two columns of diffusers,
in very tight contact, the air resonance behind each of
them resonate at almost the same sound source spectral
contents but not at the same sound levels, the 3D map
of standing waves being continuously variable and follows their distribution according to the known physic
laws. Sort of the optimized diffusers geometry and of their
distance relative to the supported surface, the grouped
diffusers acts like a self - adapted equalizer, meaning
that the air behind them resonates at the needed points
and as much is needed. When tests were made, the diffusers of the subject invention indicated high linearity of
resonance from any kind of sound source, be a sweeping
signal or music. They do not allow any accentuation in
frequency or time domain or tendency of asymmetric response from symmetrical sound fields. For the first time,
these phenomena where identical from the acoustical
measurements or at the perceptual level, or gestalt, at
any kind of sound source intensity. More, the same as
for the apparatus from Fig. 1, the research at the tests
period, indicated that, except special applications when
no or reduced bass absorption is required, is no need to
try to fill the diffuser main body with fibrous materials
simply because the diffuser is a self adapted low frequency resonator. In agreement with the ISO and IEC of Preferred frequencies and Octave-band and 1/3 fractionaloctave-band filters, Table 2(5, 6), the acoustical diffusers
are characterized by their diffusion capabilities in the
250-6300 Hz bandwidth. The acoustical measurements
made in rooms treated with the grouped diffusers of the
subject invention are shown bellow. All the measurements were made with the single sound source 45 degrees off-axis relative to the diffusers plane. All others
polar plots, from competitive applications where made in
the same conditions and with the same methodology
from international bibliography, Table 2(1, 2 and 7). All
measurements shown or indicated for comparison as
from competitive applications were made with the spectrum analyzer TEF20.
[0045] Fig. 14 is a polar plot diagram after sweeping
for 63-250 Hz band, taken from a near field source, as
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the methodology permits.
[0046] Fig. 15 is also a polar plot diagram for
400-10000 Hz, taken from 9 grouped diffusers of the subject invention from Fig. 1 same setup as in Fig. 14.
[0047] Fig. 16 is tile polar plot diagram with the same
spectral contents as from Fig. 15 and his measurements.
[0048] Fig. 17, a waterfall type diagram taken from the
same setup as Fig. 14 and 15, shows the almost total
linearity of the grouped diffusers of the subject invention,
for the 12 - 970 Hz bandwidth.
[0049] Fig. 18, a waterfall type diagram shows a full
range measurement sweeping for the 12 - 19388 Hz.
[0050] Fig. 19 is an example from bibliography indicating a polar plots diagram for gypsum diffuser of a pyramid
shape. The irregularities are obvious and tend to the ones
taken from a hard plane surface, as are all typical walls.
[0051] Fig. 20 is an example from bibliography indicating a polar plots diagram for a diffuser from another invention (a Schroeder type). Until now it was considered
one of the best commercial applications. The irregularities of his polar plots indicates how much and which directions besides of his diffusing capability is doing a
harmful absorption, harmful there where the music have
all his beauties - in the mid and high range where also
the human hearing is most sensitive.
[0052] Fig. 21 is the "Equal loudness curves in a free
field experiment - Fletcher-Munson". The human hearing
is less sensitive for low frequencies relative to the mid
and high ones. As mentioned above, the lower frequencies are responsible for the harmful masking that they
impose towards the mid and higher ones. There are also
the so named sub-harmonics, phenomenon perceived
especially in small rooms. Their low frequencies contents
is much lower than the loudspeakers frequency response
and are related with the biggest room dimension, loudspeakers placement and with the complex collaboration
of all existent audio parameters, not only at a theoretical
level but much more on real life applications, and always
was and will be difficult to analyze it and calm them.
Speaking music, as much the low and very low frequency
energy will overflow the dedicated room for listening, as
much all kind of masking phenomena will cover the mid
and high frequency contents and along with them and
our clean perception and pleasure. The clean diffusing
done by the grouped diffuser of subject invention permits
a reconstructing the initial "aura" envelope from the
room’s recording session - his 3D diffusing lobe field may
be sensed and measured at more than 6-7 meters, and
for a trained person , at much more distances, as 12-14
meters. The new design of the acoustical diffuser said
apparatus offers the industry’s highest diffusion quality
providing a natural sounding ambiance and the most effective diffusive control of interfering reflections. Then,
the sweet spot becomes obsolete, meaning that almost
every person in the room senses the same sound mix.
[0053] After more than one year from which the apparatus of the subject invention from Fig. 1 entered in industrial production and commercial phases, I still believe
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that without the God’s help or an exceptionally sudden
inspiration, an invention like this wouldn’t be possible.
[0054] Finally, if we compare the Fletcher-Munson’s
loudness curves with Fig. 18 - a full range apparatus
measurement, we perceive that they are almost seamless mirror looked. This means that the apparatus of the
subject invention diffuses and in the same time absorbs
the low frequencies in a statistical way as our hearing
system does. The algebraic addition of the mentioned
curves tends to linearity for the low frequency, working
like an inverse automatic wide range digital equalizer,
his power supply being the music only. These are facts
easy to be perceived and measurable.
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A wide band sound diffuser with self regulated low
frequency absorption, said wide band sound diffuser
comprising: a center hemisphere like shape (1)
which is confined and intersecting an octagon truncated pyramid (2); wherein said octagon truncated
pyramid (2) intersects on each of its four sides, respectively, four symmetrical one quarter cylinder like
shapes (3); said octagon truncated pyramid (2) also
intersects four symmetrical quarter-hemisphere like
shapes (4), each located on the corners of said diffuser; wherein each symmetrical quarter-hemisphere like shape (4) consists of a quarter-hemisphere like shape embedded into a prism wherein
each base prism intersects another lateral side of
the central octagon truncated pyramid (2) at the remaining four sides, the angles between all intersected shapes are the same; wherein at least 90% of
said diffuser surface being convex therefore diffusing; wherein said apparatus comprises two lateral
rigid supports (5) glued or produced as one with the
main body, and positioned on the inside of said diffuser on an opposite face by two T-shaped rails (6);
wherein the two T-shaped rails are mounted on a
wall or ceiling surface with screws or nails; wherein
at least four of said wide band sound diffusers are
mounted together at a distance from one another,
such that the rigid supports (5) and T-shaped rails
(6) of each diffuser is in tight mechanical contact with
one another; wherein the at least four diffusers, at
their nearest and common contact points display together a new three dimensional shape which consists of a sphere like shape embedded into a base
prism; wherein each base prism intersects a lateral
side of the central truncated pyramid (2), and the
angle between each three dimensional shape is the
same along the four created directions, like a cross;
from the common point of the one-quarter cylinder
like shape forms hemisphere like shapes, all being
symmetrical towards two perpendicular axes and respectively towards two diagonal axes; wherein the
common point of each of the four diffusers forms a
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small inward decreasingly curvature which serves to
avoid central sphere reflections and optimize more
local diffusion; wherein a small cross from four concave curvatures is formed on top of each shape (1);
wherein two T-shaped rails (6) may be steady mounted parallel or perpendicular to the ground or similarly
on a ceiling, providing two lateral supporting surfaces
for the grouped apparatus; wherein the remaining
two sides are not sealed relative to the supporting
surface, the distance between their bottom side and
the supporting surface being equal to the height of
the two T-shaped rails (6); wherein air circulates freely in one direction on many parallel columns; wherein
the resulting parallel surfaces behaves like hard
plates steady supported at the two longer edges;
wherein an empty space behind each diffuser follows
their back geometry and the resulted geometry from
the grouped diffuser forms a Helmholtz resonator;
where the lower frequencies are related to the inside
highest points of the diffusers main body relative to
the supported wall, and to the largest dimension of
the grouped diffusers; wherein the group mounted
diffusers comprise at least two columns of diffusers
in very tight contact, creating air resonance behind
each of the grouped diffusers resonating at almost
the same sound source spectral contents but, not at
the same sound levels, resulting in the rooms standing waves being continuously variable and following
their natural distribution; and said diffuser having linearity for the low frequency and the diffusing capability of an inverse ultra fast automatic and signal
adaptable wide range digital equalizer.
2.

A wide band sound diffuser with self regulated low
frequency absorption according to claim 1, and further comprising: a base (11) molded from thermoformable plastics, having an area equal to the apparatus main body minus a wall thickness; wherein
each of the four corners of the diffuser body comprises a first set of plastic cylindrical members (10)
glued to said base (11); wherein the four respective
edges of said main body comprise a second set of
four cylindrical members (9) glued below an inner
surface, and having a slightly different interior diameter from said first set of cylindrical members (10);
wherein the second set of four cylindrical members
(9) are each inserted into a respective one of a first
set of cylindrical members (10); wherein the tight
contact between them permits controlled movements; wherein each of the first (10) and second (9)
sets of cylindrical members in tight contact further
comprises a spring member (12) mounted and
preloaded inside the cylinders (9 and 10), between
the base (11) and a limiter (8); wherein the limiter (8)
is parallel with the base (11) surface and allows the
spring (12) to function; wherein the variable mechanical connection between the base (11) and the main
diffuser body is provided by an endless screw (15)
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extending through the base and being secured on
an outer portion of the base (11) by a screw-nut (16);
wherein the endless-screw (15) has a fixed portion
(13) centered between the lower side of the central
hemisphere (1) through a hole (17), and positioned
relative to the geometrical center of the base (11),
and adhered with glue; wherein said endless-screw
(15) and said fixed portion (13) are formed from any
type of hard plastics; wherein the endless-screw (15)
function is secured by an adjusting key with a cross
like section, and inserted trough the hole (17) coaxial
into the endless-screw moving part at a center point
(18); wherein a centrally located spring (14) is secured and aligned by a thin inner plastic cylinder (20)
covering the endless-screw (15); wherein the centrally located spring (14) provide a continuous loading between the diffuser’s main body and the base
(11); wherein the force provided by the preloading
of all four corner springs must be equal to the centrally located screw-nut spring (14); wherein all of
the springs (12 and 14) do not permit any kind of
vibration of the suspended portions wherein a group
of diffusers must all be adjusted by the adjusting key
to have an equal distance between the main diffuser
body and the base (11); wherein the base (11) is
mounted against a support surface of a wall or ceiling
surface by screws from the three holes (19) arranged
in a triangle disposition for an easier alignment;
wherein the diffuser body is fabricated from hard impact polystyrene by thermoforming, injection molding or blow molding; and wherein the internal mechanism and base (11) having all required supports
being adhered with adhesives or produced from the
same material as one piece with the diffuser device
main body.
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A wide band sound diffuser with self regulated low
frequency absorption according to claim 2, and further comprising: wherein the endless-screw has the
possibility of a variable main body location relative
to the base (11), thus permitting a lower fundamental
frequency resonance to be between about 30 Hz and
1 Hz at the maximum distance of the main body relative to the base, simultaneously providing a clean
diffusion at least for the standard 250-6300 Hz band.
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1.

Die Erfindung für welche Patentanspruch erhoben
wird ist: 1. ein Breitbandklangdiffusor mit selbstregulierender Niederfrequenzabsorption , genannt
Breitbandklangdiffuser, bestehend aus: einer zentralen halbkugelähnlichen Form (1) welche von einem oktogonalen Pyramidenstumpf begrenzt und
gekreuzt wird (2); worin besagter oktogonaler Pyramidenstumpf (2) auf jeweils jeder der vier Seiten von
vier viertelzylindrischen Formen gekreuzt wird (3);
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besagter oktogonale Pyramidenstumpf kreuzt auch
vier symmetrisch angerichtete Formen welche einem Viertel einer Halbkugel ähnlich sind (4), wobei
jede von diesen an einer Ecke des Diffusors angebracht ist; jede der vier, einem Viertel einer Halbkugel ähnlichen Formen (4) besteht aus einer Form
ähnlich einem Viertel einer Halbkugel welche in einem Prisma eingeschlossen ist, wobei jede Prismengrundfläche eine andere Nebenseite des zentralen oktogonalen Pyramidenstumpfs überschneidet (2), auf den verbleibenden vier Seiten sind die
Winkel zwischen allen sich schneidenden Formen
jeweils gleich; wobei mindestens 90% der Oberfläche des genannten Diffusoren konvex sind und daher diffundieren; besagter Apparat beinhaltet zwei
seitliche feste Träger (5) welche an den Hauptkörper
angeklebt oder mit diesem zusammen hergestellt
wurden und auf der Innenseite des besagten Diffusoren, auf entgegengesetzten Seiten an zwei T-förmigen Schienen (6) angebracht wurden; wobei die
beiden T-förmigen Schienen an einer Wand oder einer Decke mit Schrauben oder Nägeln angebracht
ist; wobei mindestens vier der besagten Breitbandklangdiffuser zusammen angebracht werden, so,
dass die festen Träger (5) und die T-förmigen Schienen (6) jedes Diffuser in dichtem mechanischem
Kontakt mit dem anderen steht; wobei die mindestens vier Diffuser an ihrem nächsten und gewöhnlichem Berührungspunkt zusammen eine drei dimensionale Form bilden welche aus einem kugelähnlichen Gebilde besteht, welche in einem Prisma
eingeschlossen ist; wobei jedes Prisma eine Nebenseite des zentralen Pyramidenstumpfes (2) schneidet und der Winkel zwischen jeder drei dimensionalen Form ist gleich entlang der vier dabei entstandenen Richtungen, gleich einem Kreuz; am gemeinsamen Punkt der Viertel Zylinder Formen entstehen
halbkugelförmige Formen, wobei alle symmetrisch
auf zwei senkrechte Achsen, beziehungsweise auf
zwei waagerechte Achsen ausgerichtet sind; wobei
der gemeinsame Punkt eines jeden der vier Diffusoren eine kleine, nach innen abnehmende Krümmung
bildet, welche dazu dient zentrale, sphärische Reflektierung zu verhindern und eine eher lokale Diffusion optimiert; wobei ein kleines Kreuz durch vier
konkave Krümmung oberhalb jeder Form entsteht
(1); wohin zwei T-förmige Schienen (6) fest angebracht werden können, parallel oder senkrecht zum
Boden oder analog hierzu an eine Decke, zwei seitliche, stützende Flächen für den gruppierten Apparat
bildend; wobei die beiden übrigen Seiten nicht mit
der stützenden Seite versiegelt werden, wobei die
Entfernung zwischen der unteren Seite und der stützenden Fläche gleich ist mit der Höhe der zwei Tförmigen Schienen (6); wobei die Luft , in mehreren
parallelen Spalten, frei in eine Richtung zirkulieren
kann; wobei die daraus entstehenden parallelen Flächen sich wie feste Platten verhalten, welche an den

beiden längeren Kanten gestützt werden; wobei ein
leerer Raum hinter jedem Diffusor, als geometrische
Kehrseite entsteht, und die aus den gruppierten Diffusoren entstehende Geometrie einen Helmholtz
Resonator bilden, in dem die niedrigen Frequenzen
mit dem höchsten, inneren Punkt des Hauptkörpers
des Diffusoren in Verbindung gebracht werden, in
Bezug auf die gestützte Wand und die größte Ausweitung der gruppierten Diffusoren; wobei die in
Gruppen angebrachten Diffusoren mindestens zwei
Spalten, eng aneinander angebrachte Diffusoren
enthalten, welche Luftresonanz hinter jeder der Diffusorengruppen entstehen lässt, welche mit fast
demselben spektralen Inhalt der Klangquelle resoniert aber nicht mit derselben Klangstärke, was dahin
führt, dass die stehenden Wellen des Raumes andauernd veränderlich sind und ihrer natürlichen Verteilung folgen; genannte Diffusoren besitzen Linearität für niedrige Frequenzen und die Diffusionsfähigkeit eines invers ultraschnellen, automatischen,
signalangleichenden, digitalen Breitbandequalizers.
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Ein Breitbandklangdiffusor mit selbstregulierter
Niedrigfrequenzabsorption, gemäß Patentanspruch
1, desweiteren beinhaltend: eine Basis (11), geformt
aus Plastik, deren Fläche so groß wie die des Hauptkörpers des Apparates, weniger den Durchmesser
einer Wand beträgt; wobei jede der vier Ecken des
Körpers des Diffusoren eine erste Reihe zylindrischer Plastikteilchen enthält (10) welche auf die Basis (11) angeklebt sind; wobei die betreffenden vier
Ecken des erwähnten Körpers eine zweite Reihe von
vier zylindrischen Teilchen (9) beinhalten, welche
unter eine innere Oberfläche geklebt sind und einen,
ein wenig, unterschiedlichen inneren Durchmesser
als die erstgenannten zylindrischen Teilchen (10)
haben; wobei die zylindrischen Teilchen der zweiten
Reihe (9) ein jedes in ein entsprechendes aus der
ersten Reihe der zylindrischen Teilchen (10) eingefügt ist, wobei der feste Kontakt zwischen beiden
kontrollierte Bewegungen erlaubt, wobei die in festem Kontakt stehenden Teilchen der ersten (10)
und der zweiten Reihe zylindrischer Teilchen (9) eine
innerhalb der Zylinder (9 und 10) eingefügte gespannte Feder (12) beinhalten, zwischen Basis (11)
und einem Begrenzer (8); wobei der Begrenzer (8)
parallel zur Oberfläche der Basis steht (11) und es
der Feder (12) erlaubt zu funktionieren; wobei die
regelbare, mechanische Verbindung zwischen Basis (11) und dem Hauptkörper des Diffusoren von
einer Endlosschraube (15) hergestellt wird, welche
sich durch die Basis Verlängert und am äußeren Teil
der Basis (11) von einer Schraubenmutter befestigt
ist; wobei die Endlosschraube (15) einen fixen Teil
(13) hat, welcher an der unteren Seite der zentralen
Halbkugel (1) mittels eines Loches (17) zentriert ist
und entsprechend dem geometrischen Zentrum der
Basis (11) angebracht ist und mit Klebstoff festge-
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klebt ist; wobei besagte Endlosschraube (15) und
besagter fixer Teil (13) aus jeder Art Hartplastik hergestellt sein können; wobei das Funktionieren der
Endlosschraube (15) von einem Schraubenschlüssel mit einem kreuzförmigen Querprofil gesichert
wird, welcher durch das Loch (17) koaxial auf einen
zentralen Punkt (18) des beweglichen Teiles der
Endlosschraube angebracht ist; wobei eine zentral
angebrachte Feder (14) durch einen dünnen inneren
Plastikzylinder (20) angebracht und stabilisiert ist
welcher die Endlosschraube (15) bedeckt; wobei die
zentral gelegene Feder (14) ein ständiges laden zwischen dem Hauptkörper des Diffusoren und der Basis (11) gewährleistet; wobei die Kraft welche von
den vier Eckfedern aufgeboten wird, gleich sein
muss mit der mittig gelegenen Schraubenmutter Feder (14); wobei alle Federn (12 und 14) keine Vibrationen der angebrachten Teileerlauben; wobei bei
einer Gruppe von Diffusoren alle mit dem Schraubenschlüssel so eingestellt werden müssen, dass
zwischen den Hauptkörpern der Diffusoren und der
Basis ein jeweils gleicher Abstand entsteht; wobei
die Basis (11) auf die Hilfsfläche einer Wand oder
einer Decke, mittels von Schrauben durch die drei
Löcher (19), welche in einem Dreieck angeordnet
sind um das Angleichen zu erleichtern; wobei der
Körper des Diffusoren durch Thermoforming, Spritzgießverfahren oder Blasformverfahren aus Hartpolystyrol hergestellt ist; und wobei alle Stützen des
inneren Mechanismus und der Basis (11) mit Klebstoff angeklebt sind oder aus demselben Material,
in einem Stück, mit dem Hauptkörper des Diffusoren.
3.

Ein Breitbandklangdiffuser mit selbstregulierter
Niedrigfrequenzabsorption, gemäß Patentanspruch
2, der noch beinhaltet: die Endlosschraube hat die
Möglichkeit an einer variablen Stelle des Hauptkörpers im Vergleich zur Basis (11) angebracht zu werden, so dass eine tiefere fundamentale Frequenzresonanz, zwischen ungefähr 30 Hz und 1 Hz , bei der
größten Entfernung des Hauptkörpers zur Basis,
möglich ist, wobei auch eine reine Diffusion für mindestens den Standard 250 - 6300 Hz gewährleistet
ist.
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Revendications
1.

Un diffuseur du son de bande large avec absorption
autorégulée pour les fréquences basses, ledit appareil dans lequel le corps principal de l’ensemble diffuseur est composé d’un hémisphère centrale (1) qui
est contenue et coupant une pyramide octogone
tronquée (2) qui pyramide (2) est également croisée
sur ses quatre côtés, respectivement et symétrique
par un forme de quart de cylindre (3) et la même
pyramide l’octogone tronquée (2) est intersecté aussi au d’autres quatre coins symétriques des formes
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(4) qui se compose d’un forme de quart de hémisphère embarquée dans un prisme qui chaque prisme
de base est l’intersection d’un autre côté latéral de
la pyramide tronquée centrale (2) dans les quatre
autres côtés, les angles entre toutes les formes coupées sont les mêmes, plus de 90% de la surface du
diffuseur est convexe donc diffusive, dans lequel ledit appareil est également composé de deux supports latéraux (5) rigide, collé à l’intérieur du ledit
diffuseur qui supports latéraux sont reçus, comme
un tiroir, par deux rails (6), section «T» où les deux
rails "T "sont simplement montés sur le mur ou la
surface du plafond avec des vis ou des clous, dans
laquelle au moins quatre de ces diffuseurs du son
de bande large sont montés ensemble à une distance les uns des autres , tels que les supports rigides
(5) et des rails en forme de T (6) de chaque diffuseur
est en contact mécanique étanche avec un de
l’autre, dans laquelle au moins quatre des diffuseurs,
au plus proche de leur point commune de contact
affiche ainsi une nouvelle forme en trois dimensions
qui se compose d’une semi sphère comme la forme
intégrée dans un prisme de base, dans laquelle chaque prisme base croise une face latérale de la pyramide tronquée centrale (2), et l’angle entre chaque
forme en trois dimensions est le même dans les quatre directions créé, comme une croix; du point commun des deux quart de cylindre contenant comme
la forme des formes hémisphère, tous étant symétriques vers deux axes perpendiculaires et respectivement vers deux axes diagonaux, dans laquelle
le point commun de chacune des quatre diffuseurs
constitue un surface de moins en moins petite courbure qui sert pour éviter les réflexions au centre de
la sphère centrale et d’optimiser la diffusion locale,
dans laquelle une petite croix de quatre courbures
concave est formée sur le dessus de chaque forme
(1), dans laquelle deux rails en forme de T (6) peut
être constante montée parallèlement ou perpendiculairement au sol ou de même sur un plafond, offrant deux faces latérales de soutien pour les appareils regroupés, dans laquelle les deux autres côtés
ne sont pas étanche par rapport à la surface d’appui,
la distance entre leur face inférieure et la surface
d’appui étant égale à la hauteur des deux en forme
de T rails (6); de l’air lequel circule librement dans
un sens sur plusieurs colonnes parallèles, où les surfaces parallèles qui en résultent se comporte comme
plaques dures constante appuyé sur les deux bords
plus, dans laquelle il y a un espace vide derrière
chaque diffuseur et l’arrière suit leur géométrie extérieure et la géométrie résulté par les diffuseurs regroupés forme un résonateur Helmholtz, où les basses fréquences sont liées au points culminants de
leur dimensions intérieures relative au mure et à la
plus grande dimension des diffuseurs regroupés,
dans laquelle le groupe monté des diffuseurs comportent au moins deux colonnes des diffuseurs en
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contact très serré, la création de résonance de l’air
derrière chacun des diffuseurs regroupés résonnant
à peu près au même spectre sonore de la source,
mais pas au même niveau du son, ce qui entraîne
dans les chambres des ondes stationnaires étant à
une variation continue et à la suite de leur répartition
naturelle des résonances du l’air, ledit diffuseur
ayant une linéarité vers les basse fréquences et la
capacité de diffusion d’un très rapide inverse automatique et signal adaptable égaliseur numérique à
large bande.
2.

Un diffuseur du son de bande large avec absorption
autorégulée pour les fréquences basses selon la
prétention 1 et comprenant en outre: une base (11)
moulé en matière plastique thermoformable, ayant
une superficie égale au corps principal de l’ensemble
diffuseur moins l’épaisseur de paroi, dans laquelle
chacun des quatre coins du corps principal de l’ensemble diffuseur comprend un premier ensemble de
cylindres en plastique (10) collée à ladite base (11),
dans laquelle les quatre bords respectifs dudit corps
principal de l’ensemble diffuseur comprend une
deuxième série de quatre membres cylindrique (9)
collée ci-dessous une surface intérieure et ayant un
diamètre intérieur légèrement différente de ladite
première série de membres cylindrique (10); le second ensemble de quatre membres cylindrique (9)
sont insérés dans chaque une respectifs d’une première série d’éléments cylindriques (10), dans laquelle la contact étroit entre eux permet de contrôler
les mouvements, dans laquelle chacun des premier
(10) et deuxième (9) les ensembles d’organes cylindriques en contact étroit comprend en outre un élément de ressort (12) monté et pré-chargés dans les
cylindres (9 et 10), entre les base (11) et un limiteur
(8), dans laquelle le limiteur (8) est parallèle à la base
(11) de surface et permet au ressort (12) à fonctionner, dans laquelle la connexion mécanique entre la
base (11) et les corps principal de l’ensemble diffuseur est fourni par une vis sans fin (15) s’étendant
à travers la base et étant fixés sur une partie extérieure de la base (11) par une vis-écrou (16), dans
laquelle la vis sans fin (15) comporte une partie fixe
(13) centré entre la face inférieure de l’hémisphère
central (1) à travers un trou (17) et positionné par
rapport au centre géométrique de la base (11) et est
collée; ledit vis sans fin (15) et ladite partie fixe (13)
sont formés à partir n’importe quel type de plastique
dur, dans laquelle la vis sans fin (15) la fonction est
assurée par une clé de réglage d’une section en forme de croix et inséré coaxial a travers du trou (17)
dans la partie mobile du vis sans fin à un point central
(18), dans laquelle un ressort central (14) est fixé et
aligné par un cylindre intérieur mince en plastique
(20) couvrant la vis sans fin (15), dans laquelle le
ressort central (14) fournissent une chargement continue entre le corps principal du diffuseur et de la
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base (11), dans laquelle la force fournie par le pré
chargement de toutes les quatre ressorts doit être
égal au chargement appliquée par vis-écrou central
(14), dans laquelle tous les ressorts (12 et 14) ne
permettent pas de tout la vibration des parties suspendues dans laquelle un groupe de diffuseurs doivent être ajustés par la clé de réglage pour avoir une
distance égale entre le corps principal de l’ensemble
diffuseur et la base (11) qui est monté contre une
surface du mur ou au plafond par des vis dans les
trois trous (19) disposés en triangle pour un meilleur
malignement, dans lequel le corps principal de l’ensemble diffuseur est fabriqué de polystyrène dur par
thermoformage, moulage par injection ou moulage
par soufflage, et dans lequel le mécanisme interne
et la base (11) ayant tous les supports nécessaires
collés avec des adhésifs ou produits à partir du même matériau que le corps principal de l’ensemble
diffuseur d’une seule pièce avec le mécanisme.
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Un diffuseur du son de bande large avec absorption
autorégulée de fréquences basses selon la prétention 2 et comprenant en outre, que la vis sans fin a
la possibilité d’un emplacement variable de la partie
principal dudit diffuseur par rapport à la base (11),
permettant ainsi une résonance inférieure à la fréquence fondamentale être comprise entre 30 Hz et
1 Hz respectivement à la distance maximum du
corps principal par rapport à la base, aussi, en fournissant simultanément une diffusion propre au
moins pour la bande standard 250-6300 Hz.
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